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ABSTRACT
Coming with the rapid spread of Intelligent terminals with
camera, mobile visual search techniques have undergone a
revolution, where visual information can be easily browsed
and retrieved upon simply capturing a query photo. However,
most existing work targets at compact description of natural
scene image statistics, while dealing with line drawing images
retains an open problem. This paper presents a unified frame-
work of line drawing problems in mobile visual search. We
propose a compact description of line drawing image named
Local Inner-Distance Shape Context (LISC) which is robust
to the distortion and occlusion and enjoys scale and rotation
invariance. Together with an innovative compression scheme
using JBIG2 to reduce query delivery latency, our framework
works well on both a self-built dataset and MPEG- 7 CE
Shape-1 dataset. Promising results on both datasets show sig-
nificant improvement over state-of-the-art algorithms.

Index Terms— Mobile Visual Search, linedrawing,
inner-distance, shape context, JBIG2 compression

1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, using a mobile phone to retrieve information
through wireless network is popular. There is much previous
work [1] on Mobile Visual Search. Most of those work is
designed for natural scene images like landmark, however,
linedrawing, which is widely used in engineering design, ar-
chitecture and cartoon and play an important role for digital
library and sketch retrieval, are seldom studied.

Considering the difference between natrual scene images
and linedrawings, there are two obstacles of the mobile line-
drawing retrieval. The first one is the lack of a distinctive
descriptor. The difficulty results from the following 2 fact-
s: a) Since a drawing is usually a binary image composed of
several lines, there is no color information and little texture in-
formation to use. To this end, color-based and gradient-based
visual features, e.g. SIFT [2] and CHoG [3] have poor de-
scription capability for linedrawings; b) Drawings are much
more complex than a silhouette because there are many other
curves besides the contour, therefore most shape-based fea-
tures which are designed for shapes containing only silhou-
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ettes fail in this situation. Although some representations
(shock graph [4], shape context[5], etc.) take the interior con-
tent into consideration, they just regard the interior content as
auxiliary information in describing the silhouette. The second
obstacle is the lack of an efficient scheme of low bit transmis-
sion for linedrawing retrieval through wireless network.

In this paper, we propose a visual descriptor and an inte-
grated framework for mobile linedrawing retrieval. The con-
tribution of the paper is twofold. First , we present a compact
visual descriptor to convey linedrawings. The overall frame-
work towards compact descriptor for linedrawing is shown in
Figure 1.We propose to use inner-distance shape context [6]
to capture the line structure around each corner of a draw-
ing. Second, we present a JBIG2-based compression scheme
to reduce the querys size. JBIG21 is an image compression
standard for bi-level images. Since the linedrawings mainly
contain only black and white pixels, naturally, we choose to
compress the taken images into JBIG2 format. This produces
1:25 compression rate comparing to the solely JPEG based
compression. These two dedication are combined to form a
low bit rat Mobile Visual Search framework for linedrawings
and illustrated in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. The proposed linedrawing retrieval framework.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section
2 we reviews some related work. Section 3 define the LIS-
C linedrawing descriptor. Section 4 details our JBIG2-based

1http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JBIG2



compression scheme. Experiment results are shown in Sec-
tion 5. Finally Section 6 concludes this paper.

2. RELATED WORK

Shape Descriptor: Shape Describing has been an active re-
search topic in computer vision for many years.Roughly s-
peaking, work handling shape can be classified into two cat-
egories The first category is gradient based shape descriptor.
This is a kind of more general approaches as it is suitable nat-
ural images. For instance, the EHD[7]and HOG[8] approach-
es split the picture into small blocks and calculate the gradient
of every block. However, this kind of approaches is not suit-
able for linedrawing retrieval as it cannot handle distortion .
What is more, it is involved with too much noise by densely
extracted features from images, so it is usually used with a
SVM to do a shape classification or verification.

The second category is contour based shape descriptor(e.g
[5] [9], etc.). As for this category, there are several typical ap-
proaches like Shape Context[5] and stroke[10]. Shape Con-
text, which is most related to ours work models the problem
of shape description as the procedure of calculating the shape
pixel distribution in a polar coordinate system. Although it is
widely used in shape retrieval, Shape Context proposed by
MPEG-7 is based on the use of shape boundary points as
opposed to shape interior points[11]. As for stroke feature,
it limits the interior content into only several primitives. To
cope with interior lines, LISC takes the idea of local innerdis-
tance to extend Shape Context. LISC handles the interior
lines by spliting the linedrawing into several shape patches.
Inside the shape patches,there are fewer interior lines, so it is
possible to handle the shape patch using Shape Context. Al-
so, since the patches are independent with each other, LISC
can still preserve enough information when there is certain
occlusion. In addition, LISC also enjoys rotation and scale
invariance.

Compact Descriptor for Visual Search: With the ev-
er growing computation power of the mobile devices, recent
works[12] have proposed to directly extract and send image
descriptors on the mobile end to achieve a low cost wireless
transmission. To this end, local descriptors in the literature
like SIFT [2], SURF[13] or PCA-SIFT [14] are over size,
e.g. sending hundreds of such descriptors per image typically
costs more data throughput comparing to sending the original
image. Taking the advantage of our images being most black
and while, we present a JBIG2-based compression scheme to
reduce the querys size, which produces 1:25 compression rate
comparing to the solely JPEG based compression and certain-
ly outperforms compression methods of over size features.

3. LOCAL INNER-DISTANCE SHAPE CONTEXT

In practical, since changes in scale and angle of taken photo
are unavoidable, the extracted feature should be invariant to

Fig. 2. Pipeline of calculating LISC. In the left image, the corners
share a same scale, different sizes of red rectangles are just for better
illustration.

scale and rotation. To handle this issue, our Local Inner- Dis-
tance Shape Context(LISC) is inspired by local visual features
[2][3]. Here we use corners as interest points and redefined
inner-distance shape context is applied to formulate the line
structure around each corner. As shown in Figure 2, calcula-
tion of our LISC includes three steps:

3.1. LISC Extraction

Corner Detectors: Since most information that indicates the
intrinsic properties of a sketch distribute around corners, an
accurate corner detector is necessary in extracting visual char-
acteristics. The state-of-the-art corner detectors have been
widely applied in many fields. However, considering the s-
ketch consists of planar curves, some detectors like SUSAN,
COP, Harris and CSS suffer from the high computation cost
or being sensitive to noise. In this paper, we utilize a detector
which derives from CSS but improve the accuracy [15]. The
method takes the local maxima curvature as the initial corner
candidates and verifies the candidates by using an adaptively
calculated threshold and angel tangent.Some detected corner
are shown in Figure2.

Neighboring region interception: For each detected cor-
ners, we intercept a square neighboring region whose side
length is λ. Since these regions contain distinctive informa-
tion, the drawing could be represented as a set of these re-
gions:

D = {R1, R2, · · · , RN}

where D represents a drawing, and Ri represents one of the
N regions.

To cope with the scale changes in taken photos, we adap-
tively assign the value of λ by:

λ =

∑
lengthCi,Cj

N × (N − 1)
(1)

where lengthCi,Cj
denotes the Euclidean distance between

detected corners Ci and Cj , and N × (N − 1) is the number
of pairs ofCi andCj . So the value of λwould naturally reflect
the scale change of drawings.

Definition of Inner Distance:The original definition of
inner-distance in [6] is the length of the shortest path between
two points within an object. Given an articulated object O ⊂
R2, assume that O has n parts and each of them is convex. In
this way, O can be defined as:



O = {
n⋃
i=1

Oi}
⋃
{
⋃
i=1

Jij} (2)

where,Oi ⊂ R2 is connected and closed convex,Jij ⊂
R2,connected and closed, is the junction betweenOi and Oj .

Let Γ(x, y;O) denotes the shortest path form x ∈ O to
y ∈ O. Assumes that Γ(x, y;O) goes through m differen-
t junctions in O. Then the inner-distance d(x, y;O) is the
length of Γ(x, y;O). We assume that Γ(x, y;O) can be de-
composed into segments. Each segment is either within a part
or across a junction. Suppose that there are l segments in
Γ(x, y;O) We can express Γ(x, y;O) as:

{Γ(p0, p1;R1),Γ(p1, p2;R2), . . . ,Γ(pl−1, pl;Rl)} (3)

Therefore, with the definitions above, the inner-distance
between x and y,∀x, y ∈ O is defined as:

d(x, y;O) =

l∑
i=1

d(pi−1, pi;Ri) (4)

Where,Ri is corresponding to Oi in equation(2). Espe-
cially when Oi is convex, the d(pi−1, pi;Ri reduces to the
Euclidean distance. For detail, please refer to [5].

Its obvious that Compared with the Euclidean distance,
inner-distance considers the articulation configuration for ob-
jects that are not convex, therefore the LISC convey the prop-
erties of curves structure more precisely than original shape
context. In this paper we bring in the idea of inner-distance,
however, we focus on the structural of curves in a drawing,
but not the articulation of parts of an object. So we redefine
the original inner-distance as drawing-based inner-distance,
which means the shortest distance along the curves between
two points.

Given an drawing D,∀x, y ∈ D, then the drawing-based
inner-distance can be defined as:

ddrawing(x, y;D) = |Γ(x, y;D)| (5)

Where Γ(x, y;D) is the path from x to y along the curves
in D.

To compute this drawing-based inner-distance, a shortest
path algorithm is applied. It consist two steps:

First, let G denotes a graph that is built with the points in
a part P of drawing, V (G) = {vi ∈ P |i = 1, 2, . . . , N}
is the set of vertexes of G where N is the number of the
points in P , E(G) = {eij |vi is adjacent with vi in P , where
i, j = 1, 2, . . . , N} and matrix dist stores the drawing-based
distance between each pairs of points in V (G).Initially,

dist[x][y] = { Euclidean distance from vi to vj , eij ∈ E(G)
∞, otherwise.

(6)

Here, the x, y is points in the image corresponding to the
vertexes vi, vj in the graph. Then, a standard shortest path al-
gorithm is applied to the G . A baseline of the time complex-
ity is O(N3) by choosing Floyd-Warshalls algorithm. There
are several accumulating algorithm like Shortest Path Faster
Algorithm(SPFA) which can decrease the time complexity
to O(N2.5) complexity. Finally, the drawing-based inner-
distance from vi, vj :

ddrawing(xi, yj ;D) = dist[x][y] (7)

Calculating the inner-distance shape context:By con-
sidering the vectors originating from a reference point to all
other points on the shapes, the original shape context at a ref-
erence point is defined as a histogram of the relative polar
coordinates of all other points:

hi(k) = #{xj 6= xi : (xj − xi) ∈ bin(k)} (8)

Where the bins uniformly divided the log-polar space.
And xi is the reference point, xj is any other point on shapes,
so xj − xi is the vector that originates from xi to xj

Following the [6], we replace the Euclidean distance in
original shape context with the drawing-based inner-distance.
It means that d-IDSC of a part centered in xi can be defined
as a histogram of relative polar coordinates of all other points
xj :

h′i(k) = #{xj 6= xi : (x′j − x′i) ∈ bin(k)} (9)

Where xi is reference point, and xp in a drawing D maps
to x′p in the polar coordinates, where p = 1, 2, . . . , N .Assumes
that x′j = (ρ, θ), therefore ρ = |x′j | = ddrawing(xi, xj ;D) is
the relative distance, and the relative angle θ is defined as:

θ = arctan(
∆Y

∆X
) (10)

Where the ∆X denote the difference of the projections of
xi and xj on x-axis, while the ∆Y on y-axis.

Different with original Shape Context and original LISC
that would take each point in contour as reference point to
construct rich features for an image, for each part of drawing,
only the detected corner is taken as reference point, as a re-
sult the number of LISC features of a drawing equals to the
number of detected corners.

3.2. Scale and Rotation Invariance

A good visual feature should present some essential proper-
ties like transform, scaling and rotation invariance. Inheriting
from original shape context, LISC is invariant to transforma-
tion, however, as for the rotation invariance, Belongie [5] sug-
gested rotating the coordinate system at each reference point
so that the positive x-axis is aligned with tangent vector. But
this method cannot work on LISC since most detected corner-
s, usually the intersection of several curves, would not have
well defined tangents.



To further achieve rotation invariance, we allocate the
main directions as shown in Figure2. To allocate the main
direction, we map the pixels in the spatial neighborhood into
the polar coordinate space, then calculate the distribution a-
long different angles. The angle with maximal distribution is
selected as the main direction to rotate the region correspond-
ingly.

As for the scale invariance, we propose a region adaptive
division scheme. As described in Section 3.1,we calculate
the average distance among all interesting points in a given
linedrawing, then assign the scale of region using equation
1. The linedrawings is re-scaled by the relative distances be-
tween interest points, which ensures the query and reference
linedrawings are in the same distance scale.

3.3. Similarity Measurement

As LISC is the distribution represented as histograms, it is
natural to use x2 test statistic:

Cij ≡ C(xi, xj) =
1

2

K∑
k=1

[hi(k)− hj(k)]2

hi(k) + hj(k)
(11)

Where C(xi, xj) denote the cost of matching these two
points, and hi(k) and hj(k) denote the K-bin normalized his-
togram at xi and xj , respectively.

Given the set of costs Cij between all pairs of corners xi
on the first drawing and yj on the second drawing. As men-
tioned in [16], the total cost of matching these two drawings
is calculated by minimizing:

∑
i C(xi, yπ(i)) . Where the π is

a permutation. This is an instance of the square assignment
and can be solved by using TPS.

BoW model can be also applied to measure the similari-
ty between two drawings [4]. In practice, the d-IDSCs of a
drawing are indexed by an inverted index and the similarity
between each pair of drawings is measured by tf-idf. In our
experiments, we compare the retrieving performance of these
two measurements.

4. JBIG2 COMPRESSION SCHEME

Besides the effectiveness of visual descriptor, the compact-
ness of query sent via 3G or wifi is another critical factor on
which the user experience depend. The existing works ex-
tract compact features directly [1] or compress the query im-
age firstly. Since JBIG2 is widely used in compressing the
bi-level images, e.g., scanned document image, we propose
compressing the query drawings into JBIG2 format files on
mobile phones.

As the high compression ratio of JBIG2 can be achieved
only when the input is a bi-level image, the taken photo must
be binarized before compression. However, as the Figure 3.
shows, the classical binarizing method(OTSU)[17] can not

generate perfect bi-level images for the photos taken by mo-
bile phones. To solve this problem, we propose augmenting
the photos before binarization. As shown in the Figure 1, our
JBIG2-based compression scheme includes three steps:

Augmentation In this step, we apply image augmentation
on initial taken photos to remove the illumination change and
shadows on them. The augmentation algorithm we apply here
is Retinex [18].

Fig. 3. Effect of binarization.

Binarizing We use OTSU to binarize the augmented im-
ages in this step. Since the adverse effect of illumination
and shadows are removed, the resulting bi-level images are
more suitable for JBIG2 compression algorithm, the Figure
x. shows the comparing results of directly binarized query
image and the results of our scheme.

JBIG2 Compression Finally, we use the official JBIG2
algorithm to compress the bi-level query image. Empirical
experience shows that this compression scheme produces
1:25 compression rate comparing to the solely JPEG based
compression.

5. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we conduct two groups experiments. The first
group is carried to validate the effectiveness of LISC, compar-
ing other visual features. And the second group is designed
for comparing the retrieval performance of different compres-
sion techniques.

5.1. Dataset

Our experiments are conducted on two data set. One is the
standard MPEG-7 CE shape dataset, which contains 1400
shapes and is consist of 70 categories. Among each category,
there are 20 similar shapes. Another dataset contains 13000
line-drawings, which are collected from industrial books and
geometry books. For each line-drawing, there are 10 similar
drawings that can serve as references.



For each reference dataset, we we randomly pick out 100
drawings to build the corresponding query set. We use mo-
bile phone to take 5 photos of each query from different an-
gles. Consequently, both of these two resulting query datasets
include 500 photos.

5.2. Effectiveness of LISC

Evaluation:We use the precision-recall curve to evaluate the
retrieval performance. Where precision is the fraction of re-
trieved instances that are relevant, while recall is the fraction
of relevant instances that are retrieved.

Queries:All the queries in query dataset are tried. Since
JBIG2 is loseless compression, the query photos in this ex-
periment are not compressed.

Baselines:(1) SIFT. (2) Shape context (3) Leungs Stroke
Feature[10].

Fig. 4. Retrieval performance.

As shown in Figure 4. On both self-built drawing refer-
ence set and MPEG CE shape-1 dataset, the proposed LISC
outperforms the other three methods. Although the retrieval
performance of LISC on MPEG CE-1 shape set is almost the
same with Shape Context and strokes, the poor performance
of the latter two features on drawing dataset prove the Shape
Contexts drawback of neglecting the interior content, as well
as the fact that the limited shape primitives defined in [10]
can not correctly convey the complex drawings. Besides, the
lowest retrieval performance of SIFT demonstrate that the ex-
isting MVS applications are inappropriate for searching line-
drawings. An example of retrieval result on dataset CADAL
is shown in Figure 5.

5.3. Comparison of different low bit rate methods

Evaluation:We use mean Average Performance (mAP) to e-
valuate the image retrieval performance. Given in total N
queries, mAP is defined as follows:

Fig. 5. Retrieval example using the proposed framework.

mAP =
1

Nq

Nq∑
i=1

∑N
r=1 P (r)

#− of − relevant− images

where N is the number of relevant images of the ith query;
P (r) is the precision at rank r.

Queries: We adjust the parameters of compression meth-
ods to generate queries in different compression ratio, in order
to record the retrieval performance of varied query size.

Baselines: (1) Product Quantized-LISC: PQ-LISC fol-
lows the idea of PQ-SIFT, quantize the raw LISC descriptors
by a standard quantization technique. (2) VSQT: Compressed
the query images by learning a optimized quantization table
of JPEG which retain the information for visual search rather
than information for visual perception.

Fig. 6. Comparison of different low bit rate methods.

As shown in Figure 6. At the same mAP, JBIG2-based
compression outperform VSQT by further 20KB reduction,
and the average compressing ratio of VSQT on drawings is
about 3.61performance with JBIG2, its heave computational
cost and battery consumption would probably make compact
descriptor less competitive.

5.4. Time Cost

Table 1 compares the computational complexity between
JBIG2-based compression scheme and calculation of LISC



Routine Energy Consumption Time Cost
Compress JBIG2 89mA 91s
Extract LISC 102mA 105s

Table 1. Through three rounds at the Muni.

on iPhone4. The results show that directly sending JBIG2
compressed query has huge advantages in terms of com-
putational complexity over extracting features on a mobile
devices.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presents an unified framework of a Mobile Vi-
sual Search application that takes linedrawings as query to
search relevant information . Our achievements improves
state-ofthe- art mobile visual search technologies in both (1)
effectiveness of visual descriptor and (2) compactness of the
query towards linedrawings. Extensive experiments demon-
strate high retrieval performance of our proposed LISC and
this frameworks advantages at low bit rates. And he efficient
algorithm for calculating LISC will be included in future
work.
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